
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a growth marketing manager.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for growth marketing manager

Manages performance of marketing department staff including hiring, setting
expectations and performance evaluations
Plays a key role in developing and fostering business, payor and broker
relations
Maintains knowledge of the marketplace and MCMF’s competitive position
Leads efforts for information gathering and contact management
Demonstrates a positive influence and recognizes contributions and efforts of
others
Leads and participates in department initiatives, including, as necessary,
those on evenings and weekends, that support commercial enrollment,
growth of medical offices and other outpatient services volume
Test new marketing channels and ad products
Will be able to deliver cross capability projects including
Execute across all responsibilities of a program manager -- from chartering
programs to planning, resource gathering, executing, and controlling (and, of
course, celebrating success)
Deliver Operational Excellence and Analytics - define and implement
processes and reporting to support operations and insights across the
product marketing org

Qualifications for growth marketing manager

Example of Growth Marketing Manager Job
Description
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Work with the product manager to determine the testing plan and create the
methodology to iterate fast and release new campaigns/programs for testing
and, if successful, rollout to all users globally
Execute with cross-functional teams by leading and participating in scrums
and standups, gaining consensus for appropriate reach, retention, referrals,
and revenue trade-offs
Generate and go deep on consumer insights and competitive intelligence to
help guide and drive product messaging, innovation, strategy, iteration –
become a trusted advisor
Create copy, product positioning and messaging based on testing and
competitive insights
Develop relevant models to understand which media channels create the
most success for growing revenue based on LTV of product
Significant experience, proficiency, and passion for Desktop and Mobile
search technologies


